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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Guide is our foundational ethics resourceAligned with existing clinical and organizational ethical practices at Covenant Health, and the long-standing Catholic moral and theological tradition�



Learning Objectives 

• To introduce the new Guide - its relevance and practical applications 
 

• To provide a brief overview of the review and revision process 
 

• To establish the intended use of the Guide – what it is / is not 
 

• To highlight key elements in light of new and emerging ethical issues  
 

• To discuss how it can be applied through a case study 
 
 



Practical and symbolic role 

• 1st edition of HEG approved in 1991, but a variety of medico-moral 
guides and codes used previously, dating back to 1949 
 

• The 2000 HEG was the most actively sought after CHAC publication  
 

• Informed by the clinical and administrative realities we already 
experience 
 

• Lingering public misunderstanding around some issues and 
emotionally charged cases will always test us, despite the HEG 
 

• Reference to and profile of the HEG in very high level position 
statements underscores its symbolic value 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First Guide in 1991, previously other medico-moral statements and committeesIts CHAC  best-sellerThe guide often “catches up” with our clinical/admin experience, providing a practical rationale to support decisions we may have already intuitively arrived atEven within the Catholic community and certainly the broader public, there is lingering misunderstanding for which there is clear ethical justification from the Catholic moral tradition – withdraw of therapy when burdens are disproportionate to any benefit, palliative sedation, MANH, etc.   Good to have the Guide in “your back pocket” – literally and figurativelyThe reference to and profile of the HEG in very high level position statements underscores its symbolic value in terms of our identity, i.e., Cooperation and Services Agreement , Our Commitment to Ethical Integrity, key policies and official statements, physician appointment process/  We don’t just pull the HEG out when Accreditation Canada rolls into town – it is part of who we are



Why a new Guide, and why now? 

• Meeting with Canadian Catholic Bioethics Network in 2005 
 

• However, in Feb 2006 the outgoing bishop representative on CHAC 
governing council asked to assess the “adequacy” of the Guide 
 

• Review process established, with (Caritas Health Group) reps 
 

• Extensive review between 2006/07 - respectful of diversity of opinions 
 

• Including select (Caritas) physicians, ethics committee members, 
chaplains, managers and senior executive 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meeting of Canadian Catholic Bioethics Network in Halifax in 2005– while issues such as ESC, palliative sedation or DCD  not covered, the basic principles regarding respect for the dignity and sanctity of life easy to apply in navigating a response.  Always need to be aware of challenges in attempting to “open legislation”In Feb 2006 Bishop Wingle asked if the Guide was still relevant…not whether to revise at this time as beyond the scope of this committee, but simply if the Guide was adequateCaritas Health represented on a 6 member national steering committeeIdentified  more than 40 key players  (from Canada, US, Britain and Australia?)– Kevin O’Rourke, Myles Sheehan, Dan Sulmasy, Margaret Sommerville, etcIncluding the clinical opinion of some of our obstetricians, and other key staff



Review findings  

• Affirmed as an important and valuable resource, providing succinct 
guidance, consistent with the Catholic tradition 
 

• Revise now given technological advances and increasing diversity of 
communities we serve, but lengthy revision process not required 

 
• Current structure of the Guide is sound – no additional chapters 

 
• Goal of the proposed revision process is : 

• to bring “greater clarity and precision”, and, 
• to supplement the existing text to address new / emerging issues 

 
• Anticipated review would only take 2-3 years, based on the experience 

of the previous HEG 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Sept 2007, steering committee tabled their report to the Board of CHACOpportunity to revise the HEG to provide ethical reflection on issues arising giving continued advances in health care science and technology, and Canada’s rapidly changing social and cultural fabric Don’t fix what isn’t broken – people like the tone of the Guide, its size, comprehensive treatment of clinical and organizational ethics matters – its pastoral applicationsOpportunity to refresh, provide greater clarity and precision, and add new items where not previously addressed – another example is early induction of labour2-3 years expected sign-off



Revision, editorial & approval process 

• While some were wearing two hats, there was nevertheless a Covenant 
Health presence to “positively influence” 

 
• Long back and forth approval process – different experience with 

Canadian bishops compared to sign-off of 2000 Guide.  Why? 
 

• Respect for the ecclesial authority of the local ordinary 
 

• Nihil Obstat designation received May 2012 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lot of input in process from Covenant Health, in keeping with our vision.  See acknowledgment sectionWe had done our homework, foreseeing it would be a lengthy process compared to the 2000 approval, but still surprised how long it took.  “nothing stands in the way” received by Permanent Council of the Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops in May 2012, 5 years after Bishop Wingle asked if it was time to assess the adequacy of the guide.



Contextual issues 

• Work within increasingly culturally and religiously diverse communities 
 

• Increasing impact of technology raising new ethical conundrums and 
“great expectations” 
 

• A new ecclesial (church) environment – including hardened lines 
among some advocacy groups on either side of the fence 
 

• But also new emphasis on justice issues, solidarity with the 
vulnerable, concern for the common good 
 

• Health care ethics is more than what happens at the bedside – 
increased attention to fiduciary role of boards as a moral responsibility 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t just serve, or work with Catholics, let alone people of the Christian faith.  We are proudly committed to working with and serving people of all traditions, cultures, religions“great expectations” – Title of our last Covenant Health ethics conferenceReflective of the prolonged approval process and emphasis of the primacy of the local bishop as teacher of faith and morals in his diocese.  Role of advocates in shaping public opinion – euthanasia and assisted suicide lobby groups , seniors advocates, etc.  Euthanasia Prevention Coalition seeking intervener status in a number of high profile cases – at Stollery in Edmonton, and Health Sciences in LondonMuch more depth in Chapter 7 – partnerships, quality and safety issues, disclosure, duties to serve during pandemic and other mass casualty events, etc.



Intended use of the Guide 

• It is still a “guide.”  Health care decision-making is incredibly nuanced 
and no guide will cover every scenario 

 
• While there are clear non-negotiables, there is still a role for prudential 

judgment.   
 

• Formation of conscience, not just the right to exercise conscience 
 

• Not a sword!   Nor a shield! 
 

• An extension of pastoral and supportive role of ethics to stand with 
people striving to do the right thing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HEG is truly a guide.  Not that it lacks authoritative moral judgments.  Even if and when assisted suicide and euthanasia are legalized in Canada, it will never be morally right from a Catholic perspective to hasten death.  Want to hold on both our long standing commitment to holistic care and RC moral tradition, while also holding onto our uniquely Canadian culture and tradition, especially in Covenant Health about how we do ethics in our organization that affirms the need for prudential judgments.  Not the ethics police or mission cops.  A sword to accuse and demonize others.  A shield to dig in and entrench ourselves without appreciating the real needs of the persons around us.



Goals of the Guide 

• To remind people of the fundamental commitment within the Catholic 
tradition to the ministry of caring for those who are sick and suffering 
 

• To articulate the values and principles found within that tradition by 
providing guidelines for ethical decision-making 
 

• To promote a pastoral understanding of how these principles and values 
can guide decision-making 
 
 
 

• The HEG anchors our approach to ethics within a distinct moral tradition, 
in alignment with the Covenant Health culture 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here again it takes on a symbolic value – easy to lose sight that, from Covenant Health’s perspective and long tradition in which we are steeped, health care is not just a business.  It is a ministry. We are called to carry on the healing, and reconciling mission of Jesus Christ.  We sometimes lose sight of the reconciling – reconnecting people to their homes, family, their own dignity.Caring for the whole person.  The language, the deeper theological reflections etc remind us of that deeper call to serve our fellow human beingThe values and principles articulated are intended to be used to help inform our understanding of the unique contextual realities in which decisions are contemplated and made.  In this way they provide supportive guidance and pastoral understanding



Outline of the Guide 

• Introduction 
 

• The Social Nature of Care 
 

• Dignity of the Human Person  
• Care at the Beginning of Life 
• Care at the End of Life 
• Organ Donation 
• Research Involving Humans 

 
• Governance and Administration 

 
• Appendix I– making moral judgments 
• Appendix II - glossary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same number of chapters, some changes in the titles and orders.  Intended to provide a scope.  Despite being more comprehensive, can never be exhaustive   Focus on the section that is most relevant to the audience



Introduction  - setting the stage 

• The context for ethical reflection is loving compassion and healing 
relationship – NOT mere application of principles and rules 
 

• The introduction anchors the Guide within the healing and reconciling 
mission of Jesus Christ, as told through the story of the Good Samaritan  
 

• The Guide squarely wants us to keep the vulnerable person in our care 
clearly in focus – not lose sight of the pastoral dimension of care 
 
 
 

• Yet another way it serves as a reminder or symbol of our Covenant Health 
culture   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Introduction immediately sets the tone…not launching into principles, but begins by getting us to reflect on a person in care, drawing from the story of the Good Samaritan.  Too often we lose the person.  



Good ethics exposes our vulnerability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we engage tough ethical issues we reveal ourselves, expose our own vulnerability – can’t hide behind principles or our professionalism.  Dying patients often “declare themselves” – so do our actions also declare what we hold to be valuable.  Unpack the story in our theological reflection on addictions and mental health .  Title of our upcoming ethics conference – humility and vulnerability.   



Three calls within Catholic tradition 

• The call to respect human dignity 
• Respect for the dignity of every human person, and for all human life. 
 

• The call to foster trust in care 
• The interconnectedness of every human being and all creation 
• The social nature of care and the role of community in the healing 

process – including clergy 
 

• The call to promote justice 
• Solidarity with the vulnerable and marginalized 
• Concern for the common good and fundamental justice. 

 
 

• All 3 are embedded in our seniors, palliative and end-of-life, and addiction 
and mental health strategies, including theological reflections  
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The moral tradition specifically address 3 calls.  The intrinsic dignity of human dignity, and the need to respect and honour the dignity of every personBut we are also human beings  - no person is an island to themselves.  We need each other, and must not isolate the person from family and community.  Called to exercise good stewardship and creativity And the call for justice – one of Covenant Health’s least understood and perhaps most important value – social justice.  To keep always before us those in greatest need – seniors, those at the end of life, those who live with addictions and mental illness.  Encourage people to read



Making moral judgments 
 

• The role of conscience, including prudence in judging right actions; informed 
by context, not blind to it. 

  
• Supported by various interpretive principles, anchored in authoritative 

magisterial teaching, natural law revealed by human reason, and enlivened 
by scripture: 
 

• Proportionate benefit and burden  
• Double effect reasoning   
• Subsidiarity 
• Principle of cooperation 
• Totality and integrity  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conscience as important to guide decision-making.  Lot of concern regarding defending conscience…the right of conscientious objection, but conscience must also be formedConscience is not blind to context, it is informed by itPrinciples that interpret the unique clinical or organization realities include:   



Some key elements 

• Respect for varying cultures and traditions 
 

• Complex end of life and beginning of life issues 
 

• Unilateral decision making 
 

• Emergency contraception 
 

• Inadequate or Inappropriate discharge 
 

• Disclosure and conflict resolution 
 

• Partnerships and issue of cooperation 
 

• Mission and justice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus on diversity – helpful in developing our Patient Requests policyAligned with our own ACP and Goals of Care workComplex care at end of life - palliative sedation, MANH;  beginning of life – early inductionUnilateral decision –making – there is no obligation to provide treatment that is ineffective or if burdens outweigh benefits.  Generally speaking, while the physician determines efficacy of treatment, the patient assess what is acceptable burdens and benefits.   Who decides if there is a conflict?Lots of debate over the degree of specificity and standard of proof necessary to provide EC after sexual assault.  As a Guide, the approach is principle –based and recognizes that the local ordinary can impose specification in his diocese.Residential care – issues of living at risk – case studyPartnerships – an important focus of Chapter 7 – mission due diligenceMission and justice – discharge issues – sending the poor back to the street, harm reduction, resource allocation issues.



Applying the Guide – case example 

 
• Promotion of Dignity Regarding Sexuality and Persons Receiving Care 

HEG # 33-35 
 
• Many facilities that provide holistic care to the older adult actively 

encourage residents to live in relationship with other residents, staff, 
visitors and volunteers, and to embrace their sexuality as a God-given gift 
 

• How do we encourage such a holistic view in the context of those 
residents living with dementia? 
 

• When relationship evolve to a more intimate nature, what is our response 
as organizations, as care providers, as family? 

 
 



Applying the Guide – continued 

 
• Who makes decisions about the “appropriateness” of such relationships? 

 
• Can surrogates make decisions about sexual activity of those they 

represent? 
 

• Can people “pre-consent” to sexual activity while they are still capable of 
making their own decisions? 
 

• How do we protect residents from sexual abuse? 
 
 

• Is the HEG a sword, shield or support in addressing this complex 
issue? 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aligned with our own ACP and Goals of Care workComplex care at end of life - palliative sedation, MANH;  beginning of life – early inductionUnilateral decision –making – there is no obligation to provide treatment that is ineffective or if burdens outweigh benefits.  Generally speaking, while the physician determine efficacy of treatment, the patient assess what is acceptable burdens and benefits.   Who decides if there is a conflictLots of debate over the degree of specificity and standard of proof necessary to provide EC after sexual assault.  As a Guide, the approach is principle –based and recognizes that the local ordinary can impose specification in his diocese.Residential care – issues of living at risk, sexuality and intimacy for persons living with dementia – just beginning to test the waters…..****************** use this one for discussionPartnerships – an important focus of Chapter 7 – mission due diligenceMission and justice – discharge issues – sending the poor back to the street, harm reduction, resource allocation issues.



Sword, shield or support? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sword, in terms of making of making a case for or against a policy?Shield, in terms of avoiding the issue and glossing over the contextual realities within our seniors facilities?  Let everyone figure it out for themselves?Support, in finding a way to deepen our reflection and understanding to provide an appropriate response?



A final word 

  
 
 
 “Our distinctive vocation in Christian health care is not so much to heal 

better or more efficiently than anyone else; it is to bring comfort to 
people by giving them an experience that will strengthen their 
confidence in life. The ultimate goal of our care is to give those who are 
ill, through our care, a reason to hope.” 

 
     Joseph Cardinal Bernadin, 1995 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good ethics gives us hope to find our way through the difficult issues we will invariably encounter.
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